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Hello, my name is Bill Bond and I am the Division President in Illinois. I am also now managing the
Waukegan office. I hope that the next time you are in need of title and closing services you remember to
contact me directly. During these times when title companies are doing everything to lose your business by
moving out of Waukegan or choosing to be open by appointment only, North American remains a full
service title company that is open full time and is committed to being in Waukegan.
I want your business!

The following is a brief resume that I hope will help you to get to know me belter:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

40 year resident of Lake County
Happily married for 15 years
Father of three great daughters ages 13, 12 & 8
Resident of Wadsworth
Member of Holy Cross Lutheran Church
President of The Millburn District 24 Education Foundation
21 years experience with North American Title Company fIkIa Mid America Title Company
Bachelor of Science from St. Norbert College
Graduate of Carmel Catholic High School

Outside Interests:
•
•
•

Avid (not good) golfer and member of Glen Flora Country Club
Participant and finisher of The 2004 LaSalle Chicago Marathon and The 2007 Milwaukee
Lakefront Marathon (yes, it was 26.2 grueling miles and I am a little crazy)
Lifelong suffering Cubs fan (no jokes please)

I can promise you that you will receive friendly, courteous and professional service. We also have plenty
offree parking. You and your clients deserve the best. Treat yourself to North American Title Company!

William (Bill) Bond
Division President - Illinois
North American Title Company
222 N. County SI.
P.O. Box 1130
Waukegan, Illinois 60079-1130
(p) 847-249-1200 x206
(I) 847-249-1237
E-mail: bbond@nat.com
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President's Page:
Improving LCBA Communications
by Bryan R. Winter

I

nformation is the primary
product and benefit of any
professional association.
Therefore, how information is
communicated to members
and to the public determines
the effectiveness of the association. To improve the LCBA's
communication of information, the Board of Directors approved a contract with a web
designer last month. The goal
is to revise and update the Association's website found at
lakebar.org. The last time major changes were made to the
site was approximately seven
years ago. At that time, interactive features were added to
the Lawyer Referral Service
portion of the site. While the
original goal was accomplished, the site now needs
more content from our members. The changes and new
features that are proposed for
the site should increase content. The changes include
dedicating web space for each
of the Association's committees, adding a "For the Public"
section, and expanding the
ability of members to
download Docket information.
Each committee will have

dedicated space on the site to
post meeting schedules, minutes, membership lists, CLE
materials, and basically any
other information the committee believes would be helpful
to its members. By providing
this additional space, it is
hoped that content will increase and the relevancy of the
site to our members will be enhanced. Also, by requiring all
committees to clear their dates
for activities by posting to the
website, it is hoped conflicts in
programming that have occurred from time to time in the
past will be avoided. Essentially, "if it's not on the website, you didn't schedule it" is
the rule that will apply.
Another important change
will be to add sections to the
site specifically designed to invite public use of the site. Currently, the "Find a Lawyer"
section is in the middle of the
side navigation list, which is
poorly visible to the targeted
audience. By rearranging the
site map on the home page
and adding a different color,
the public should be able to
more easily locate this service.
Also, under the new "For the

Public" section, the LCBA will
advertise public programming.
The Association will be better
able to showcase the many different programs and activities
lawyers participate in with the
public. In the future, Law Day
activities, lawyers in classroom
programs, mock trials and
other programs presented to
the public will be featured
with photos and references
about the lawyers involved.
Did I just say "free advertising?"
Another category under the
"For the Public" section will be
devoted to publicizing the
work of the Judicial Selection
& Retention Committee under
the title "Judicial Election Information." In addition to providing a copy of the sub-circuit
Judicial Map, this section will
contain the results of bar polls
and evaluations. The Judicial
Selection & Retention Committee performs lengthy, time
consuming investigations and
interviews of judicial candidates. Therefore, their work
deserves to be more widely accessible to members and the
public and not limited to a single press release.
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This month's Docket cover
is another example of how the
Association is attempting to
improve outreach and disseminate information. For the
last three months, the Association has experimented with
adding color to the cover. We
hope that color will result in
greater readership and, more
importantly, greater advertising revenue. The color cover
certainly helped this month in
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promoting the planned
changes for the Association
website by showing the color
contrast between the "Member" and "For the Public" sections of the homepage. A final
cost-to-benefit analysis will
have to be completed by the
Board of Directors and the
Docket Editorial Board. In the
meantime, the next Docket may
appear in the traditional black
and white format.

Kendall
lake
McHenry

Will

For now though, enjoy the
color and, as always, the hard
work by the Editorial Board
and its Editors, Judge Mitch
Hoffman and Stephen Rice.
There is not a more demanding job within the Association,
so I encourage every member
to help them by becoming a
contributor. An important initiative for The Docket "this year
is to arrange with Westlaw
and Lexis to begin including
all substantive legal articles
published in the magazine as
part of their Illinois Legal Publications section. Providing
grea ter access to these articles
will help other lawyers and increase the stature of both The
Docket and the authors who
contribute articles.
Improving LeBA communications is a work in progress,
so let me know if you have
suggestions. Finally, make
sure to click onto lakebar.org
on a regular basis.
Bryan R. Winter at
brywinter@aol.com
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Chief Judge's Page
by Han. James K. Booras

ast month I went to my
first Second Appellate
Conference. It was
hosted by the newly formed
Twenty-Second Circuit in
McHenry County, our former
sister county. We left Wednesday afternoon heading for Galena, where the conference was
held. Using my GPS, we were
able to take the scenic route
going through southern Wisconsin. North of Rockford, our
direction changed from west
to south, and when we hit a
bump I made the comment
that we must be back in Illinois. I looked up and saw
Governor Blagojevich welcoming us to our Great State.
This little parenthesis is not
intended to criticize the De-

L

partment of Transportation,
our legislature or our governor
for the disrepair of our roads,
but merely to paint a portrait
of a driver's experience as he
enters and drives through our
Great State.
Eventually, the scenic route
continued west; and indeed, it
is scenic as you approach Galena. The rolling hills break the
monotony of flatness. The little
towns you go through are a
great contrast to our populated
area and all the stop lights, especially the ones that are designed to always stop you.
This designation earned Waukegan the reputation of being
called the "City of Red
Lights."
It appears that Waukegan

DEPOsmON REPORTERS

~

COURT REPORTERS
P.O. Box 9275
Waukegan, IL 60079

(847) 356-6834
(847) 356-5354 FAX
Deborah L. Severson, CSR

is now modernizing and synchronizing the lights on Washington Street, wi th other
streets soon to follow . Since it
is rather significant for the
courts to provide access to justice, the physical movement of
our" clients" is one of the areas
of great concern, as is parking.
I am certain that our host city
of Waukegan is cognizant of
that, so they will provide
physical access to our facilities.
During our first day at the
conference, I was able to get
acquainted with the Chief
Judges from the other circuits
within the Second Appellate
District. Judge Starck and Deputy Court Administrator Diane
Flory were magnificent in introducing me to other chiefs
and court administrators.
A motivational and positive-thinking lecturer occupied
us the first day. Our hosts had
planned a group dinner on a
boat on the Mississippi. At the
time of the conference, the
river was calm and we were
able to view the scenery and
enjoy the prime rib dinner. I
wonder how it is now with all
the rain and flooding. How
mightily the "mighty Missis-
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sippi" can sweep away and
flood property along its banks.
How beautiful and how destructive it can be.
During our second day at
the conference, I was surprised
by a presentation from the
McHenry County Sheriff's Department regarding the use of
force. Two deputies presented
several scenarios, which they
varied depending on the situations they described to us.
A very large screen was
used to project the various scenarios. The people on the
screen were life-sized . Some
were bystanders, and some
were the criminals. The criminals were able to shoot at the
participants. Plastic bullets
were used to shoot back. These
bullets sting the rookie depu-
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ties being trained.
McHenry County Chief
Judge Michael Sullivan and I
were the first to volunteer to
take up arms against the criminals. I was given a Berretta
and Judge Sullivan was given
a Glock pistol.
We were first briefed about
the situation we were about to
face. The deputies started out
by saying "imagine yourself
being in a coffee shop across
from a gas station. You hear
over the radio that there is an
armed robbery in progress at
the gas station, with shots
fired and hostages taken."
Then they ask the question:
"What is the first thing you
do?", which prompted me to
give the answer: "Drop the
donut .... "

We confronted the criminals, they shot a t us. I managed to shoot the criminals a
couple of times, and Judge Sullivan shot one of the gas
pumps, which the deputies
later told us "wasn't a good
thing to do."
The conference ended with
reports from the various circuits. Before we headed back
to Lake County, Diane Flory
and I visited President Ulysses
S. Grant's home, which is well
preserved in Galena.
My first experience at the
conference was very positive
and informative thanks to the
participants and, more importantly, our Lake County Team.
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Bowl-a-thon:
A Striking Success
by Patricia L. Cornell

O

n May 10,2008, the Young and New Lawyers Committee held its annual Bowl-a-thon. The
turnout was great and the pins were flying! The following bowlers participated and rolled
these scores:

BOWLER

GAMEl

GAME2

GAME3

Bob Monahan

73

94

90

John Medved

85

114

105

Mike Strauss

140

108

106

Shyama Parikh

58

79

98

Sherby Scurto

111

111

132

Kevin McCormick

103

120

108

Fiona McCormick

61

71

69

Steve Rice

155 ~()~

128

113

Rick Lesser

132

96

136

Tricia Cornell

150

157 Jt'Vt+1

149

Perry Smith

139

119

157 ~()~

This year we handed out two trophies and three
clock plaques. Awards were given for the worst game
for a male, worst game for a female, most improved,
worst dressed, and best dressed. Shyama Parikh historically receives the worst game for a female, but this
year she received the most improved award, and
Fiona McCormick took Shyama's honored place in
the worst game for a female category. Showing that
time spent away from the Midwest can be very detrimental to a guy's game, Bob Monahan received worst

Page 8
game for a male. (Bob lived in
New York until last year.)
Perry Smith and I opted not to
receive a trophy, leaving Michael Strauss to be voted best
dressed and Kevin McCormick
to be voted worst dressed!
Participants obtained sponsors for their bowling on either
a per-pin or a flat-fee basis. All
money raised will be donated
to A Safe Place, which the committee chose when it planned
the event. A Safe Place is a local

The Docket

organization whose mission is
to "eliminate domestic violence in our community
through multi-faceted programs." The committee did a
terrific job of raising money by
bringing in a combined total of
$3,700. The following participants raised these sums:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Shyama Parikh: $25;
Robert Monahan: $50;
Rick Lesser: $100;
Mike Strauss: $240;

August 2008
5) John Medved: $300;
6) Sherby Scurto: $200;
7) Perry Smith: $480;
8) Kevin McCormick: $75;
9) Fiona McCormick: $235;
10) Steve Rice: $231.68; and
11) Patricia Cornell: $1,770.
Thank you to all who participated, as well as to those
who simply attended to take
pictures (Rebecca J. Whitcombe)!

August 2008
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Puzzling Over Coverage
A Beginner's Guide to
Commercial General UabWty Policies
by Janelle K. Christensen

Dear Coverage Lawyer:
I have a confession to make: over the years, I have purchased multiple
policies of insurance for my personal protection and for my law practice,
but I have never read any of the policies. Honestly, I would rather answer 200 Requests to Admit than plow through the small print and the
never-ending clauses and exclusions of an insurance policy. There are
times, however, when clients come to me with insurance related questions. Is there a publication such as "Coverage for Dummies" that I
could review so as to appear knowledgeable in front of my clients without having to actually learn the practice area?

- Bored in Barrington

-

-_..

.

Dear Bored:
If you think coverage is boring, you have never litigated a
coverage case. Consider setting
aside your preconceived notion
that coverage is nothing more
than dull contract interpretation
and opening yourself to the possibility that coverage is a pas-

sionate battle waged between
policyholder and insurer over
the almighty dollar in the form
of indemnity and defense. For
example, at first blush, the legal
interpreta tion of damages
"arising out of" or "because of"
a "personal injury" or an "advertising injury" may seem dull,
but when your client tells you

that over $150 million dollars is
at stake, counsel on both sides
of the "v" fight a long, hard,
war-story worthy ba ttle. See e.g.
BASF AG v. Am. Assur. Co., 522
F.3d 813 (7th Cir. 2008).
Assuming my plug for the
exciting nature of insurance
coverage failed and you are resisting becoming a coverage
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convert, there is unforrunately
no quick or easy way to learn
such a complex practice area.
However, you would do yourself a service by sitting down
and working your way through
a standard policy. By familiarizing yourself with the various
sections of the policy and how
they are read together, you will
be able to identify potential issues for your client and then refer your client to coverage counsel, if needed. To get you motivated, and to give you a baseline, I will walk through a primary, Commercial General Liability ("CGL") policy. I
ISO Forms versus
Manuscript Forms:
Before jumping into the policy, it is helpful to understand
how insurance forms come into
existence. In general, there are
two types of insurance forms:
Insurance Services Office
("ISO") approved forms, and
manuscript forms . ISO is an industry organization that promulgates standardized insurance
forms and rules to government
regulators and then works to
get those forms approved by the
insurance commissioner in each
state. See www.iso.com. In Illinois, the Division of Insurance
is part of the Illinois Department of Financial and Professional Regulation.
See
www.idfpr.com. ISO forms help
regulators make sure that policies submitted to the regulatory
board by individual insurers
meet basic coverage expectations, with the end result being
I.

ISO form number CG DO 01 (12/ 04).
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uniformity of language within
the industry. The existence of
ISO approved forms, however,
does not preclude an insurer,
broker or even a policyholder
from writing its own coverage
form, known as a "manuscript"
form. As a general rule, you
want to discourage your policyholder clients from drafting
manuscript endorsements because an improvident comma or
choice of word may result in an
unintended interpretation and
lead to litigation.
Different T}l?es of
Primaty Policies:
If your client owns a business, you may find that your client has multiple layers of insurance. Nevertheless, no matter
how sophisticated the insured,
coverage begins with a primary
policy. If you want to convince
your client that you are conversant in coverage, you need to be
familiar with the different types
of primary policies. The premiums for primary coverage are
usually higher than premiums
for excess coverage because the
cost of a primary policy includes defense. As attorneys are
well aware, litigation is expensive. To diffuse the high cost of
primary coverage, insurers offer
different types of primary policies, the most expensive of
which is a "dollar one" policy.
Under this type of policy, the insurer pays defense costs and / or
indemnity from the time a claim
is made or suit is filed. In the
past, a "dollar one" policy was
the standard. However, with the
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rising cost of insurance, insurers
have begun offering alternatives.
One way to reduce the cost
of primary coverage is to purchase a policy with a deductible.
Thus, if the insured has a $1
million per occurrence primary
policy with a $250,000 deductible per occurrence, the insured
is required to pay the first
$250,000 of indemnity. Defense
costs may "sit outside" of the
deductible. If so, the deductible
would only apply towards indemnity (however, every insurance agreement is different and
it is important to read the policy).
It is noteworthy that under a
primary policy with a deductible, the insurer usually retains
the right to settle claims within
the policyholder's deductible
without seeking permiSSIOn
from the policyholder. As a result, despite the policyholder's
aggressive belief that a claim is
without merit and should be
tried to verdict, the insurer may
settle the case within the deductible against the insured's
wishes.
The extreme end of a deductible policy is called a
"fronting policy." A frontin g
policy is one where the deducti·
ble matches the limits of insur·
ance. Thus, where the per occur·
rence limit is $1 million and thE
deductible is $1 million, the in·
sured holds a fronting policy
On the surface, it may seem tha
a fronting policy holds littlE
value to the insured. Dependin!
on the policy, however, defenSE
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costs may be included at the primary level. Additionally, a
fronting policy has value to the
policyholder because it provides
the underlying policy terms and
conditions over which excess
coverage sits. In other words,
without the fronting policy, the
policyholder would not be able
to secure excess coverage.
Another cost-saving alternative for primary coverage is a
policy with a Self Insured Retention ("SIR"). With a SIR, the
policyholder maintains more
control over resolution of claims
because the policyholder manages its own claims until it exhausts a certain dollar limit for
each occurrence. Thus, where a
policyholder has a $1 million
primary policy with a $100,000
SIR, on a per occurrence basis,
the policyholder handles each
claim (either internally or
through a third-party administrator, "TPA") until the $100,000
is exhausted, at which time the
carrier steps in. To keep down
the cost of premiums, some insureds agree that defense costs
sit outside of coverage, such
that the policyholder pays for
all defense costs until the case is
resolved. Other SIR agreements
provide that defense costs are
included within coverage and
erode the SIR amount, such that
the SIR amount is exhausted
through payment of defense
costs or indemnity.
Finally, primary coverage is
also found in the form of insurance pools such as the Intergovernmental Risk Management
Agency (IRMA), which is an insurance pool for municipalities.
Another type of risk pool is
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called "captive insurance" and
may involve an offshore insurer.
Now that you can identify
the type of primary coverage
held by your client, it is time to
dig into the terms and conditions of the CGL policy.
Start your Examination with
the Declarations Page:
I always begin my coverage
analysis with the Declarations
Page. When the focus of my law
practice was insurance defense
litigation, I reviewed the Declarations Page solely to learn the
limits of insurance. However,
when the focus of my practice
switched to insurance coverage
litigation, I learned that in addition to policy limits, the Declarations Page contains a wealth
of important information.
Typically, the Declarations
Page contains a list of every policy form and endorsement that
comprise the policy, as well as
the form number and the date
(sometimes the list is contained
on a separate page called
"Policy Form List"). After you
become familiar with the various forms, the Policy Form List
provides a handy thumbnail
sketch of the scope of the cover-

age.
l! is my practice to cross
check the Policy Form List
against the policy to make certain -that every form is attached
to and made part of the policy.
More often than not, a critical
form is missing. If you simply
assume that all the forms are attached to the policy, you do so
at your client's expense because
your ultimate analysis may be
incorrect.
Named Insured
Endorsement:
After perusing the Declarations Page and / or the Policy
Form List, your next stop
should be the Named Insured
Endorsement to learn what persons/ entities qualify as insureds
under the policy. These endorsements must be read in
conjunction with "Section II Who is an Insured" (p. 8 of the
ISO CGL policy). The Named
Insured and Additional Insured
endorsements identify the specific entities who qualify as the
insured under the policy, while
Section II identifies and limits
the category of persons within
the Named Insured's business
organization that fall within

REAL ESTATE APPRAISALS
• Eminent Domain
• Estate Planning, Settlements
• Qualified as Expert Witness in Lake County
• Specializing in Income Property, Partial Interests
and Municipal Consulting
• Certified General Appraiser

John T. Whitney, MAl
35 Years Experience
815-675-9855

Spring Grove, IL
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coverage. For example, if the
Named Insured endorsement
lists "J&},s Hot Dog Stand" as
the Named Insured, you then
must tum to Section II of the
CGL to learn the scope of coverage for "J&}'s Hot Dog Stand."
Section II provides that as 'a
partnership, "J&}'s Hot Dog
Stand" is an insured, as are the
individual owners/partners
with respect to the conduct of
their business. Section II further
provides that employees and
volunteers of "J&1's Hot Dog
Stand" (with certain exceptions)
also qualify as insureds while
performing duties related to the
cond uct of the business.
Additional Insured
Endorsement:
The policy may also include
an Additional Insured Endorsement. There are many different types of Additional Insured Endorsements that provide varying degrees of coverage. Some endorsements provide little to no coverage,
whereas others provide broad
coverage. Where litigation is
pending, make certain that you
identify all potential additional
insureds under your client's
policy and then notify your client's carrier of any and all tenders of defense by those additional insureds. Correspondingly, to the extent your client is
named as an additional insured
on a policy, where litigation is
pending, review the scope of
coverage afforded by the endorsement and then consider
tendering the defense of your
client to the carrier of the other
policy.
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An Additional Insured Endorsement must be distinguished from a Certificate of
Insurance. A Certificate of Insurance is issued by the policyholder's broker and acts as verification of the coverage held by
the insured. Language on the
face of the certificate clearly
states that the certificate does
not amend the language of the
policy. Thus, if your client is a
general contractor that requires
its subcontractors to name your
client as an additional insured
on the subcontractor's CGL policy, the designation of "Additional Insured" on the Certificate is meaningless, if the only
document provided by the subcontractor to your client is a
Certificate of Insurance that
purports to name the contractor
as an additional insured. Your
client is not an additional insured on the subcontractor's
policy. Clarendon Am. In s. Cov. v.
AArgus Sec. Sys., In c., 374 Ill.
App. 3d 591 (1st Dist. 2007). If
your client desires to be named
as an additional insured, it must
demand an endorsement.
Distinguishing
IICoverage A"

from "Coverage B"
of the CGL policy:
After you discern who qualifies as an insured under the policy, it is time to consider the
risks insured by the CGL policy.
The CGL insures against different types of risks as set forth in
"Coverage A Bodily Injury and
Property Damage Liability"
and "Coverage B Personal and
Advertising Injury Liability
Coverage." To understand the
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scope of the coverage afforded
by each section, you must read
the Insuring Agreement for
each coverage.
The Insuring Agreement for
Coverage A, found on page 1 of
the CGL policy, provides: "We
will pay those sums that the insured become legally obligated
to pay as damages because of
"bodily injuzy" or "property
damage" to which this insurance applies." On its face, Coverage A insures against "bodily
injury" and "property damage."
However, you must tum to the
definitions section of the policy
to understand how the policy
defines those terms. Defined
terms (usually encased in quotation marks when referenced in
the policy) are set forth within
Section V - Definitions, on
pages 12-15 of the CGL policy.
The policy defines "bodily
injury" as "bodily injury, sickness or disease sustained by a
person, including death result·
ing from any of these at any
time." Based upon this defini·
tion, in conjunction with th{
language of the Insuring Agree·
ment, if a third party slips anc
falls on your client's propert)
and is injured, Coverage A i:
implicated. For the most part
courts have limited "bodily in
jury" to mean an actual physica
injury; thus, injuries solely fo
humiliation or mental anguisl
do not fall within the definitiOl
of "bodily injury." Howevel
where physical injury manife!
tations are alleged in connectio
with a claim for mental or erne
tional distress, then the "bodil
injury" coverage may be impl
cated.
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The in terpreta tion of
"property damage" has been
heavily litigated. The 2003 CGL
policy defines "property damage" as:
a. Physical injury to tangible property, including
all resulting loss of use of
that property. All such
loss of use shall be
deemed to occur at the
time of the physical injury that caused it; or
b. Loss of use of tangible
property that is not
physically injured. All
such loss of use shall be
deemed to occur at the
time of the "occurrence"
that ca used it.
For the purpose of this insurance, electronic data is not
tangible property.
Applying the definition of
"property damage," if your client's building collapses onto a
neighboring property causing
physical injury to the adjoining
property, Coverage A is clearly
implicated. However, the interpretation of "property damage"
becomes more complex when
the purported damage expands
beyond damage to other property. For example, if your client

is a general contractor constructing a home, and, as result
of the faulty work of the subcontractor that poured the foundation, the rest of the house
shifts causing damage to other
components of the house, there
is an issue whether the damage
to the structure qualifies as
"property damage." U.S. Fire
Ins. Co. v. J.S.U.B. , Inc., 2007 WL
4440232, Fla L. Weekly S811
(Fla. Dec. 20, 2007). This issue is
being litigated across the country with a wide range of decisions being handed down by
the various courts. Likewise in
dispute between policyholders
and insurers is whether economic losses incurred as a result
of "property damage" qualify as
covered losses. In the above scenario, where your client's policy
will likely indemnify your client
for the physical damage caused
to his neighbor's property, there
remains a question as to
whether your client's policy will
indemnify your client for the
economic losses suffered by the
neighbor when she had to close
her business for a month to
make repairs. Corn Plus Coop. v.
Cont'! Cas. Co., 516 F.3d 674 (8th
Cir. 2008).
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The policy's insuring agreement of Coverage B provides
that "We will pay those sums
that the insured becomes legally
obligated to pay as damages because of 'personal and advertising' injury to which this insurance applies." In general, Coverage B applies to claims made
against the insured for false arrest, detention or imprisonment;
wrongful eviction; slander and
libel; violation of the right of
privacy; use of another's advertising idea in your advertisement; and infringement upon
another's copyright in your
"advertisement." As with Coverage A, the interpretation of
Coverage B has been heavily
litigated. For example, the Telephone Consumer Protection Act
("TCPA") makes it an actionable offense with liquidated
civil damages to fax unsolicited
advertisements. Enterprising
plaintiffs' counsel have turned
the provisions of the TCPA into
major litigation by suing companies for "blast faxing" their
advertisements. Many businesses sued civilly for blast faxing turned to Coverage B of
their CGL policies for defense
and indemnity under the coverage for a violation of the right of
privacy. The insurers argued, in
part, that Coverage B is not implicated because receiving an
unwanted facsimile does not
qualify as a violation of the
right of privacy. The Illinois Supreme Court rejected this argument in Valley Forge In s. Co. v.
Swiderski Electronics, 223 Ill. 2d
352 (2006). However, courts in
other states have concluded otherwise.
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Exclusions:
What the Insuring Agreement grants, the exclusions take
away. The exclusions for Coverage A begin on page 2 of the
ISO CGL form and continue
through page 5, consisting of 16
separate exclusions, many with
multiple subparts. The exclusions for Coverage B begin on
page 6 of the policy and continue through page 7, with 15
separate exclusions. Thus,
within the main body of the policy form, there are 31 separate
exclusions that limit coverage.
Exclusions may also be
found in the form of an endorsement. It is, therefore, critical to read all of the endorsements to see whether the main
policy form has been altered.
The policy and the endorsements must be read together to
determine the meaning and effect of the policy. Where a conflict exists between the provisions of the policy proper and
the endorsement, the language
of the endorsement controls.

Protective Ins. Co. v. Coleman, 144
Ill. App. 3d 682 (2d Dist. 1986).

Products-Completed
Operations Hazard
Coverage:
Tucked within the Definitions section of the CGL policy
is the term Products-Completed
Operations Hazard. This coverage provides defense and indemnity to the policyholder for
claims of "bodily injury" and
"property damage" arising from
the policyholder's product after
the product has left the factory
and entered the stream of com-
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merce. Although the definition
is included within all CGL policies, the policyholder must purchase this coverage for an additional premium. If the insured
paid for this coverage, the Declarations will list "Completed
Product" with a separate Limit
of Insurance for this coverage. If
the Declarations page is silent,
then it is likely that the policyholder did not purchase this
type of coverage.
Commercial General
Liability Conditions:
Section IV of the CGL policy,
Commercial General Liability
Conditions, sets forth the conditions of coverage by which the
parties agree to be bound. If an
insured fails to conform to the
conditions, the insurer may
raise a breach of policy condition as a basis to deny coverage.
Section 2, "Duties in the Event
of an Occurrence, Offense,
Claim or Suit," leads to significant litigation. The first requirement of section 2(a) is that the
insured must notify the insurer
"as soon as practicable" of a
claim. Although many states include an element of prejudice
for late notice, Illinois does not.
Country Mut. v. Livorsi, 222 Ill.
2d 303 (2006). If the policyholder sits on a claim and fails
to give notice within a reasonable time, the insurer may deny
coverage without having to
show that it was prejudiced by
the late notice. Another provision that can lead an insurer to
withdraw defense and indemnity is a violation of policy section 2(c)(4), the Cooperation
Clause. Where an insured fails
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to abide by his/her agreement
to cooperate with the insurer in
the investigation or settlement
of a claim of defense against the
"suit," the insurer may raise a
breach of the policy condition as
a basis to deny coverage.
Section 4 of the conditions,
entitled Other Insurance, is an
important provision for insurers. Where there are multiple
primary policies that may respond to the claim, the "Other
Insurance" clause is intended to
determine which policy responds first. If there is a dispute
between the carriers, usually
one of the primary carriers will
indemnify the insured in order
to avoid a claim for bad faith,
and then later file suit against
the other carriers.
Choice of Law:
Most insurance policies de
not include a choice of law pro·
vision, thus requiring a choiCE
of law analysis. Many practitioners assume that the place of thE
"occurrence" automatically con
trois the choice of law question
This assumption is incorrect. Al
though the windows manufac
tured by your client failed ir
Minnesota and caused damage
there, Minnesota law may no
govern the interpretation of the
policy, You must look to the
choice of law and conflict of lav
provisions for each state, as dif
ferent states apply differen
standards. Potential choice 0
law tests include the following
place of contract of the insur
ance agreement (Harrison v. 1m
Co. of N. Am., 318 So.2d 25
(Ala. 1975)); most significan
contacts test under the RestatE
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ment (Second) Conflicts of Law
(Lapham-Hickey Steel Corp. v.
Protection Mut. Ins. Co. 166 lll.
2d 520 (1985) and Household
Int'l, Inc. v. Liberty Mut. Ins., 321
ill. App. 3d 859 (1st Dist. 2001));
governmental interest test
(Stonewall Surplus Lines Ins. Co.
v. Johnson Controls, Inc., 17 Cal.
Rptr.2d 713 (Cal. Ct. App.
1993)); and state statutory provisions (Sangamo Weston Inc. v.
Nat'l Sur. Corp., 414 5E.2d 127
(5. Car. 1992». Whenever the occurrence takes place in a state
other than the place of contract,
you must consider choice of law
before you can analyze the coverage issues.

Conclusion:
If you enjoy puzzles, you
should enjoy coverage. With a
puzzle, to reveal the whole, you
must have the patience to first
join many small pieces. Likewise, to understand an insurance policy, you must have the
patience to digest many small
pieces of the policy before you
can understand the policy as a
whole. A review of the Insuring
Agreement standing alone is
meaningless without considering the Definitions, Exclusions,
and Endorsements. Hopefully,
after walking through a CGL
policy, you now have a frame of
reference to assist you in understanding how the individual
parts of a CGL policy corne to-

gether as a whole. In future articles, I will address discrete coverage issues that clients may
bring to your table.

Janelle K. Christensen
is an Assistant State's
Attorney in the Civil
Division of the Lake County
State's Attorney's Office.
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in the Chicago office of the law
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Maloney and Priess, LLC,
and practiced in the areas of
insurance defense and
insurance coverage litigation.
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Is the Decision Appealable?
A Trial Lawyer's Guide to
Illinois Appellate Jurisdiction
by Timothy J. Storm

Introduction
Whether an order entered by
the circuit court can be appealed
is a key question that every litigator is likely to face from time
to time. Promptly determining
whether a particular order is (or
may be made) appealable is vital because the appellate court's
jurisdiction depends on an appealable order.' Even if the opposing party does not challenge
appellate jurisdiction, the reviewing court will examine its
own jurisdiction sua sponte. 2
The appellate court must
dismiss an appeal of an unappealable order.3 In the best-case
scenario, such a premature appeal will be terminated early in
the process, before much time
and effort have been expended.
However, it is more likely that
the parties will have filed their
briefs before the appeal is dismissed.' On the other hand,

I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

when an appealable order has
been entered, a notice of appeal
must be timely filed or the right
to appeal will be lost.
Some of the rules governing
appealability are not entirely
user-friendly, leading to some
confusion as to whether a particular order qualifies. This article sets out general guidelines to
determine whether an order is
appealable. An order need only
fall within the parameters of a
single provision of the rules to
be appealable; a "near miss" under one rule does not necessarily preclude appellate jurisdiction under another.s
For purposes of appealability, decisions of the circuit court
come in five varieties: (1) appealable to the appellate court
by right; (2) appealable to the
appellate court after a finding or
certification by the circuit court;
(3) appealable to the appellate
court by leave of the appellate

court; (4) appealable directly to
the Supreme Court; and (5) not
appealable until the entire case
is concluded. Each category is
outlined below.
Appealable to the
appellate court by right
Four categories of circuit
court orders are appealable as of
right so that the appellate court
has jurisdiction over an appeal
immediately upon the entry of
the order and timely filing of a
notice of appeal without the
need for any further jurisdictional step.6
Rule 301 - Final judgments
disposing of an entire case. The
Illinois Constitution provides
that every final circuit court
judgment that terminates a civil
case is appealable to the appellate courU A final judgment
fixes, determines, and disposes
of the parties' rights regarding

Estate of Young v. Dept. of Rev., 316 Ill . App. 3d 366, 372, 734 N.E.2d 945, 949-50 (1 SI Dis!. 2000).
People v. Trimarco , 364 Ill. App. 3d 549, 550, 846 N.E.2d 1008, 1010 (2d Dis!. 2006).
Craine v. Bill Kay's Downers Grove Nissan, 354 Ill. App. 3d 1023, 1024,822 N.E.2d 941, 942 (2d Dis!. 2005).
Village of River Forest v. Ash Realty Co., 23 Ill. App. 3d 645, 647-48, 321 N.E.2d 68, 70 (1 st Dis!. 1974) (a challenge to appellate jurisdicti on may be raised after briefs are filed).
In re Sean A., 349 Ill. App. 3d 964, 968,812 N.E.2d 669, 672 (3d Dist. 2004).
See Hartford Fire Ins. Co. v. Whitehall Convalescent & Nursing Home, Inc., 321 Ill. App. 3d 879, 885, 748 N.E.2d 674, 679-80
(1 st Dis!. 200 I).
Ill. Cons!., Art. VI, §6. See also Ill. Sup. C!. R. 30 I.
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the litigation. s An order that
leaves matters regarding the ultimate rights of the parties for
future determination is not fina\.9
A judgment may be final as
to certain parties and/ or certain
issues without terminating the
entire case, but Rule 301 applies
only to final orders that end the
entire controversy.to Appeals
from final orders that do not
dispose of the entire case are
covered by Rules 304(a) and (b),
and are addressed below.
Many considerations affect
whether an order is an appealable final judgment under particular circurnstances,l1 but several issues tend to arise repeatedly:
• A finding for the plaintiff
on liability alone on a
claim seeking damages
or other relief is not final
8.
9.
10.
II .

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
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•

•

•

•

until the court has finally
granted or denied relief. 12
If, at the time of announcing a final judgment, the trial judge requires submission of a
written order, the judgment is not final until the
judge actually signs the
written judgment and it
is filed,13
Neither a jury verdict l4
nor a judge's findings of
fact lS alone is final or appealable.
An order dismissing a
case or striking a pleading without prejudice is
not final and appealable,16
While a proper and
timely post-trial motion
remains pending and undisposed, the underlying

judgment cannot be ap
pealed,17
Where a "claim" for attor
neys' fees remains outstanding
the judgment is not fina\. l
However, a pending request fo
fees that is incidental to th
judgment does not delay th
time to appeal the judgment a
to the rest of the case. l9
Rule 304(b) - Specified fin,
judgments not disposing of th
entire case. Rule 304(b) spedf
cally sets forth five categories (
final judgments that are appea
able even though they do n<
dispose of the entire litigation.
The rule encompasses final 0
ders: (1) which finally dete
mine a party's rights in an esta
administration or similar pr
ceeding; (2) which finally dete
mine a party's rights in a recei
ership or similar proceeding; (
in a proceeding under 735 IL(

Saddle Signs, Inc. v. Adrian, 272 III. App. 3d 132, 135,650 N.E.2d 245, 247 (3d Dist. 1995).
In re Pet. to Inc. the ViII. of Greenwood, 275111. App. 3d 465, 470, 655 N.E.2d 1196,1199 (2d Dist. 1995).
In re Marriage of Sproat, 357 III. App. 3d 880, 881 , 830 N.E.2d 843, 843 (2d Dist. 2005).
It has been noted that the "line of cleavage between final and interlocutory orders is not yet scientifically prescribed and the <
nitions and pronounced tests must be considered primarily with reference to the facts of a particular case and the relief sougJ
the pleading." In re Org. of Fox Valley Comm. Airport Auth., 23 III. App. 3d 168, 170,3 18 N.E.2d 496, 498 (2d Dist. 1974). '
remains true over 30 years later.
Pinkerton Sec. & Inv. Servo V. III. Dept. of Human Rights, 309 III. App. 3d 48, 56, 722 N.E.2d 1148, 1154 (I st Dist. 1999).
III. Sup. Ct. R. 272. In reApp. of the Cry Treasurer, 356 III. App. 3d 1102, 1107-08,827 N.E.2d 526, 531 -32 (4th Dist. 2005)
III. State Toll Highway Auth. v. Marathon Oil Co., 200 III. App. 3d 836, 841,559 N.E.2d 497, 500 (2d Dist. 1990).
Smith V. Smith, 240 Ill. App. 3d 776, 778, 608 N.E.2d 248, 250 (1st Dist. 1992).
Paul H. Schwendener, Inc. V. Jupiter Elec. Co., Inc., 358 III.
App. 3d 65, 73, 829 N.E.2d 818, 827 (1st Dist. 2005).
III. Sup. Ct. R. 303(a)(I). See also Ciry of DeKalb V. Thomas ,
331 III. App. 3d 9, 11,770 N.E.2d 730, 731-32 (2d Dist.
Conference Room Available
2002).
Computer-Aided Transcription
Mars v. Priester, 205 III. App. 3d 1060, 1064,563 N.E.2d
Minuscripts
977, 980 (1st Dist. 1990). A Rule 137 sanctions motion is a
"claim" (John G. Phillips & Assoc. v. Brown, 197111. 2d 337,
340,757 N.E.2d 875, 877 (2001)) and a '~udgment or order is
not final and appealable while a Rule 137 claim remains pending unless the coun enters a finding pursuant to Rule 304(a)."
28 Years Experience
COURT REPORTEI
III. Sup. Ct R. 303(a)( I).
9 Nonh County Str<
See, e.g., Buntrock v. Terra, 348111. App. 3d 875, 884, 810
WaUkegan, IL 600
N.E.2d 991, 998 (1st Dist. 2004).
(847) 623-75
See In re Estate of Ohlman, 259 III. App. 3d 120, 124, 630
Lori A. Eder
FAX (847) 623-7~
N.E.2d 1133, 1137 (1st Dist. 1994).

L & L Reporting Service, In

19.
20.
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5/2-1401; (4) in a proceeding
under 735 ILCS 5/2-1402; and
(5) holding a party or counsel in
contempt and imposing a penalty.21
Two key aspects of any appeal under Rule 304(b) must be
borne in mind. First, no order
may be appealed under that
rule unless it is final. 22 Second,
once an order appealable under
Rule 304(b) is entered, that order must be appealed within 30
days or the right to appeal will
be 10st.23 However, if a party
files a post-judgment motion, an
appeal must be filed within 30
days after a ruling on the motion. 24
Rule 306A - Child custody
determinations. Effective in
2004, Rule 306A provides for the
immediate appeal of four types
of orders dealing with child custody matters: (1) initial final
child custody orders; (2) orders
modifying child custody where
a change of custody has been
granted; (3) final orders of
adoption; and (4) final orders
terminating parental rights. 25
Only final orders are appeal-
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able pursuant to Rule 306A.26
Some confusion has arisen over
whether Rule 306A permits an
appeal of child custody orders
entered in a marriage dissolution case before the final decree
is entered. Both the First and
Second Districts have held that
such custody orders are not immediately appealable pursuant
to Rule 306A,27 and the aggrieved party must either await
the final decree or seek an immediate appeal under Rule 306
(a)(5),28 which is discussed below.
Rule 307 - Specified interlocutory orders. By contrast to
the other categories of orders
that are appealable as of right,
Rule 307 provides an immediate
right to appeal several types of
non-final orders, including
those: (1) granting, modifying,
refusing, dissolving, or refusing
to dissolve or modify an injunction; (2) appointing or refusing
to appoint a receiver; and (3)
terminating parental rights or
granting, denying, or revoking
temporary commitment in
adoption cases. 29

Page 21

Rule 307(a) is probably most
commonly . invoked to obtain
review of orders granting injunctions. Because the court
looks to the substance of an order to determine whether it is
an injunction for appeal purposes,30 orders that compel or
deny arbitration31 or orders that
grant or deny a stay of the
case,32 among others, are appealable because they are effectively injunctive in nature.
Rule 307(d) provides special
proced ures to obtain quick review of temporary restraining
orders. 33 A petition for appeal
under that provision must be
filed within two days after issuance or denial of a temporary
restraining order.34
Rule 307 does not transform
an order from interlocutory into
final, but merely confers appellate jurisdiction for immediate
review where it would otherwise not exist.35 The trial court
is not divested of jurisdiction
over the case when a notice of
interlocutory appeal is filed
pursuant to Rule 307, but the
lower court may not take any

21. A contempt citation becomes appealable under Rule 304(b)(5) only after entry of an order that imposes a penalty. Revolution
Portfolio, UC v. Beale, 341 III. App. 3d 1021 , 1025·26, 793 N.E.2d 900, 904 (1st Disl. 2003). A contempt order that imposes no
sanction is not final orreviewable. In re Estate of Hayden, 361 III. App. 3d 1021 . 1026,838 N.E.2d 93, 98 (4th Disl. 2005).
22. Stephen v. Huckaba, 361 III. App. 3d 1047, 1051,838 N.E.2d 347, 352 (4th Disl. 2005).
23. III re Estate of Jackson , 354 III. App. 3d 616, 619, 821 N.E.2d 1199, 1201 (1st Disl. 2004).
24. Id. at 619, 821 N.E.2d at 1201-02.
25. III. Sup. Ct R. 306A(a).
26. In re Marriage of Kostusik, 361 III. App. 3d 103, 108, 836 N.E.2d 147, 152 (1st Disl. 2005).
27. Id. at 109,836 N.E.2d at 153; Sproat, 357 III. App. 3d at 883-84, 830 N.E.2d at 845-46.
28. Kostusik, 361 III. App. 3d at 109,836 N.E.2d at 153.
29. III. Sup. Ct R. 307(a).
30. Goodrich Corp. v. Clark, 361 III. App. 3d 1033, 1039,837 N.E.2d 953, 958 (4th Disl. 2005).
31. Craine, 354 III. App. 3d at 1025, 822 N.E.2d at 942.
32. Estate of Bass ex rei. Bass v. Katten , 375 III. App. 3d 62, 69-70, 871 N.E.2d 914, 924 (I st Disl. 2007).
33. See Bradford v. Wynstone Prop. Owners ' Ass 'n, 355 III. App. 3d 736, 739, 823 N.E.2d 1166, 1169-70 (2d Dist. 2005) (discussing
the purpose and function of appealing a TRO pursuant to Rule 307(d)).
34. III. Sup. Ct R. 307(d)(I).
35. In re Adoption of D., 317 III . App. 3d 155, 161,739 N.E.2d 109, 114 (2d Disl. 2000).
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action that would interfere with
appellate review of the challenged order. 36
Whether a party who wishes
to challenge an order appealable
under Rule 307 must appeal
within 30 days of the order or,
conversely, may await the outcome of the case without foregoing the right to appeal, has
been the subject of some controversy and seemingly contradictory rulings. Courts have generally treated appeals under Rule
307 as mandatory, so that the
right to appeal will be lost if not
exercised within the time provided by ruleY However, the
Illinois Supreme Court has suggested that taking an immediate
appeal, where available pursuant to Rule 307 may not be mandatory, at least under some circumstances. 38 Whether an immediate appeal under Rule 307
is mandatory or optional is little
more than an academic question
in most cases because a party
36. Payne v. Coates-Miller, IIIC., 68 III.
App. 3d 601 , 608, 386 N.E.2d 398, 403
( I st Dis!. 1979).
37 . See, e.g., Multiut Corp. v. Draimall ,
359111. App. 3d 527, 541 , 834 N.E. ~d
43, 54 (I st Dis!. 2005) ; Bradford, 355
111 . App. 3d at 739-40, 823 N.E.2d at
1170. .
38. Salsill v. Kreiss, 198 III . 2d I, 11 -12,
761 N.E.2d 724, 730 (2001 )
(interpreting the language of Rule
307(a) as pennissive rather than mandatory).
39. III. Sup. Ct R. 304(a).
40. In re Marriage of Berto, 344 III. App.
3d 705, 710, 800 N.E.2d 550, 554 (2d
Dis!. 2003).
41. 111. Sup. Ct R. 304(a).
42. In re Marriage of King, 208 III. 2d 332,
344, 802 N.E.2d 1216, 1222 (2003).
43. Susman v. Price, 230 III . App. 3d 639,
641 , 594 N.E.2d 1332, 1333-34 (I st
Dis!. 1992).
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who is aggrieved by such an
order will almost always desire
to take an immediate appeal.
Appealable to the
appellate court
after a finding by
the circuit court
While an order falling
within one of the categories set
forth above is appealabfe as of
right because of the nature of
the order, certain orders that are
not otherwise immediately appealable may be made appealable by the circuit court.
Rule 304(a) - Final orders
not disposing of the entire case.
Final orders that do not dispose
of the entire case and do not fall
into one of the categories listed
in Rule 304(b) or 306A may be-come immediately appealable
"only if the trial court has made

an express written finding that
there is no just reason for delaying either enforcement or appeal or both. "39 Whether to enter such a finding is within the
circuit court's discretion. 4o
A few important factors affect appealability under Rule
304(a). First, only a final judgment - one that finally fixes the
rights of at least one party or
entirely disposes of at least one
claim - is eligible for a Rule
304(a) finding. 41 Nothing in
Rule 304(a) can transform a
non-final order into a final judgment,42 and a Rule 304(a) finding attached to a non-final order
is of no effect. 43
Second, the language included in the order must be sufficient under the rule. While
there are numerous cases resolving in various ways the
question of whether several
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variant formulations of language are sufficient to create an
appealable order,44 one thing is
certain: the exact language set
forth in the rule will always satisfy the rule's requirements. Accordingly, the "Rule 304(a) language" that the prudent attorney should rely upon is: "The
court finds, pursuant to Ill. Sup.
Ct. R. 304(a), that there is no just
reason for delaying either enforcement or appeal of this order."45

Third, an order that is made
appealable through a Rule
304(a) finding becomes appealable only as of the date of the
finding. 46 Thus, the attempted
entry of a nunc pro tunc finding
is ineffective to make an order
"retroactively" appealable. 47
Rule 308 - Certain interlocutory orders. An interlocutory
order involving a question of
law "as to which there is substantial ground for difference of
opinion" may be made appealable by order of the circuit court
if "immediate appeal from the
order may materially advance
the ultimate termination of the

J
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litigation."48 The circuit court
must specifically identify the
certified question. 49
After obtaining the circuit
court's certification, the proponent of the appeal may, within
fourteen days, file with the appellate court an application for
leave to appeal. 50 The "Appellate Court may thereupon in its
discretion allow an appeal from
the order."51
Because the rule is a substantial departure from the general practice of allowing appeals
only from final judgments, it
carries numerous restrictions.
First, it has been said that the
rule "should be available only
in the exceptional case where
there are compelling reasons for
rendering an early determination of a critical question of law
[. )"52 Second, the certified question must be a pure question of
law. 53 Finally, the appellate
court is generally limited to considering the question certified
by the circuit court and cannot
address other issues,54 although
the court may do so in the interests of judicial economy and
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reaching an equitable result.55
A request for interlocutory
appeal under Rule 308 is entirely optional, and failure to
seek a certification under the
rule does not waive any issue
for a later appeal. 56
Appealable to the
appellate court by leave
of the appellate court

Rule 306(a) - Specified interlocutory orders. Illinois Supreme Court Rule 306(a) sets
forth a rather disparate categorical list of orders that are appealable by petition to the appellate
court. The common thread is
that an immediate appeal may
either prevent substantive
prejudice to a party that cannot
easily be remedied after a passage of time or serve significant
considerations of judicial economy.
As a prerequisite to invoking appellate jurisdiction, a petition for leave to appeal must be
filed in the appellate court
within 30 days after the entry of
the order to be reviewed. 57 The

44. See 111 re App. of the DuPage Cry Collector, 152 Ill. 2d 545, 547-50, 605 N.E.2d 567, 568-70 (1992) (COllecting cases).
45 . However, for those who like to gamble, it has been noted that "the absence of Rule 304(a)'s precise wording from the order appealed does not conclusively preclude appellate jurisdiction, [but] it must be clear that Rule 304(a) is intended to be invoked."
Matson v. Dept. of Human Rights, 322 Ill. App. 3d 932, 939, 750 N.E.2d 1273, 1278 (2d Dis!. 2001).
46. Ill. Sup. Ct R. 304(.) ("In computing the time provided in Rule 303 for filing the notice of appeal, the entry of the required finding shall be treated as the date of the entry of final judgment"). See also Maywood-Proviso State Bank v. Vii/age of Lisle, 234 Ill.
App. 3d 206,214,599 N.E.2d 481, 487 (2d Dis!. 1992).
47. Maywood-Proviso , 234 Ill. App. 3d at214, 599 N.E.2d at 487 .
48. Ill. Sup. Ct R. 308(a).
49. P.l. 's Concrete Pumping Serv. , Inc. v. Nextel West Corp., 345111. App. 3d 992, 998,803 N.E.2d 1020, 1026 (2d Dis!. 2004).
50. Ill. Sup. Ct R. 308(b).
51. Ill. Sup. C!. R. 308(a).
52. Kincaid v. Smith, 252111. App. 3d 618,622,625 N.E.2d 750, 753 (1st Dis!. 1993).
53. Hudkins v. Egan, 364 Ill. App. 3d 587, 590, 847 N.E.2d 145, 148 (2d Dis!. 2006).
54 . Sperandeo v. Zavitz, 365111. App. 3d 691, 692, 850 N.E.2d 394, 396 (2d Dis!. 2006).
55. P.l . 's Concrete, 345 Ill. App. 3d at 998, 803 N.E.2d at 1026.
56. Prosen v. Chowaniec, 271 Ill. App. 3d 65, 68, 646 N.E.2d 1311 , 1313 (1st Dis!. 1995).
57. Ill. Sup. C!. R. 306(c).
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3D-day time limit is jurisdictional. 58 Moreover, a motion to
reconsider filed in the trial court
does not postpone the time in
which to file the petition. 59
Appealable
directly to the
Supreme Court
Rule 302 - Statutory invalidations I Rule 21(c) orders I
public interest cases. Two types
of circuit court orders are appealed directly to the Illinois
Supreme Court: (1) an order in
which the circuit court holds a
federal or Illinois state statute
invalid; and (2) an order entered
in a case under Illinois Supreme
Court Rule 21(c) which seeks to
compel compliance with an administrative order of a chief circuit judge.60
By rule, an order invalidating a statute may be appealed
only if the circuit court has entered a final judgment in the
case61 and the court has complied with Illinois Supreme
Court Rule 18. However, because those requirements are
established by rule and are not a
constitutional limitation, the Supreme Court may waive either
or both of those requirements in
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its discretion.62
Rule 302(b) provides a separate basis for initial Supreme
Court review. Where an order
has been appealed to the appellate court in "a case in which the
public interest requires prompt
adjudication by the Supreme
Court," the Supreme Court or a
Supreme Court justice may direct that the appeal be transferred from the appellate court
to the Supreme Court. 63
Not appealable
<yet)
This category contains circuit court decisions that do not
fall within any categories above
and are not immediately appealable. However, such orders
may nevertheless become appealable eventually in connection with an appeal from a final
judgment,64 which draws into
issue all prior interlocutory orders constituting a "procedural
step in the progression leading
to the entry of the final judgment from which an appeal has
been taken."65
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Conclusion
The task of determining
whether appellate jurisdiction
exists can sometimes be difficult, but cannot be ignored for
long. Without jurisdiction, the
reviewing court has no power to
hear or decide a case and no appeal is possible. The prospect of
wasting time on an appeal that
is destined to be dismissed for
lack of jurisdiction should provide ample incentive to counsel
for all parties to question appellate jurisdiction a t the earliest
stage of every appeal. 66
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58. Kemner v. MonsallIo Co., 112 Ill. 2d 223, 236, 492 N.E.2d 1327. 1333 (1986).
59. Odom v. Bowman, 159 Ill. App. 3d 568, 571 , 511 N.E.2d 1265, 1267 (5th Disl. 1987).
60. Ill. Sup. Ct R. 302(a).
61. Big Sky Excavating. Inc. v. Ill. Bell Tel. Co .• 217 Ill. 2d 221 , 232-33,840 N.E.2d 1174, 1181 (2005).
62 . See. e.g., id. at 233-34, 840 N.E.2d at 1182.
63. Ill. Sup. Ct R. 302(b).
64 . Hampton v. Cashmore. 265 Ill. App. 3d 23. 25. 637 N.E.2d 776. 778 (2d Disl. 1994) ("an order remains interlocutory relative to
its appealability only so long as no final order has been entered").
65 . Valdovinos v. Luna-Manalac Med. Center, Ltd., 307 Ill. App. 3d 528,538,718 N.E.2d 612. 619 (1st Disl. 1999). case dismissea
by 186 Ill. 2d 591, 722 N.E.2d 191 (1999).
66. One appellate coun has wisely observed that the purpose of the Illinois Supreme Court rules requiring a jurisdictional statement
the appellant's brief "is not merely to tell the court that it has jurisdiction but to provoke counsel to make an independentdetem
nation of the right to appeal before writing the brief." In re A.Z., 325 Ill. App. 3d 722. 724, 760 N.E.2d 133, 134 (2d Disl. 2001 )
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Capital Litigation
Seminar Summary
Part II
by Keith Grant

O

n April 30 and May 1
at the newly opened
Key Lime Cove Resort
in Gurnee, the LCBA's Criminal Law Committee presented
its third Capital Litigation
Seminar. This two-day seminar presented over twelve
hours of experts and legal
practitioners, all sharing their
insight into the difficult work
of preparing and litigating a
capital case. The program met
all of the educational requirements for membership in the
Illinois Capital Litigation Trial
Bar and was unique in the
State of Illinois as the only
seminar of its kind open to
both prosecutors and defense
attorneys. This year's successful program drew over fifty
criminal practitioners from
around the State-both prosecution and defense-as well as
several 19 th Circuit judges.
The following is the second
part of my summary of the
presentations given by each of
those skilled lecturers. This article will cover the presentations given on the second day
of our seminar on the topics of
ethics, preserving the appeal,
signs of sexual and physical

abuse in children, and the development of mitigation evidence. Next month, I will conclude this series with an article
expanding my presentation of
dealing with misconduct during opening statement and
closing argument.
Ethical Considerations
in Capital Litigation
Judge Raymond McKoski
The second day began with
Judge Raymond McKoski
guiding us through the minefield of ethical considerations
inherent in capital litigation.
Judge McKoski warned about
the perils of litigators biting off
more than they can chew, and
that there is a right way and a
wrong way to attempt to get
yourself out of such a deep
hole. Citing a January 2008 article published in the Las Vegas Review-Journal, Judge
McKoski recounted how a
high-profile personal injury
attorney (known best for his
colorful local commercials
touting himself as the "heavy
hitter") failed to show up for
his client's murder trial. Attorney Glen Lerner left a voice

mail for the prosecutor late the
week before trial, indica ting
that he was "on sabbatical"
and would not return for trial.
When Mr. Lerner failed to appear in court on the trial date,
the client indicated that he had
not had contact with his lawyer for some time. This understandably perturbed the judge,
who indicated she was considering sanctions against Mr.
Lerner.
Judge McKoski used this
sorry tale to highlight the realworld importance of the Illinois capital litigation reforms,
particularly those which limit
representation in capital cases
to attorneys who have been
certified as members of the Illinois Capital Litigation Trial
Bar. Restricting its membership to trained and experienced criminal litigators, the
Illinois system effectively bars
"P.1. heavy-hitters" like Mr.
Lerner from dipping their toes
into the waters of capitallitigation. Judge McKoski also
noted that not many litigators
would be permitted to delay a
case merely by not showing up
without expecting some significant professional implica-
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tions.
Capital defenders often receive very critical and very
privileged information from
their clients. Judge McKoski
asked the group if there would
be circumstances under which
an attorney not only could but
must reveal that information.
Judge McKoski pointed out
that the answer "when the client is going to commit a
crime" differed significantly
from "when the client was going to harm / kill someone."
Citing the Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct (and the
ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct) Rule 1.6, he
reminded us that the rule instructs that counsel must reveal information necessary to
prevent the client from committing an act which would
result in death or serious bodily harm. Where the client only
intends to "commit a crime,"
the attorney may reveal that
information. A lively debate
about the meaning of "serious
bodily harm" and what constituted a "crime" made it clear
that this rule does not resolve
all issues.
Judge McKoski next cited
the Ethics Advisory Committee Opinion No. 04-01 from the
National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, which
provided an Illinois-specific
exhaustive review of just this
issue. In that opinion, two Illinois public defenders were
faced with a client threatening
to choke the prosecutor to
death and then commit sui-
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cide. The ten-page opuuon
concludes that while the attorneys have an obligation to disclose this information, they
also have a competing obligation to do so in a way that
does not prejudice the defendant's pending criminal case,
and that upon disclosure, they
should immediately move to
be discharged from the case.
This opinion is bolstered by In
re Marriage of Decker, 153 Ill. 2d
298 (1992), where the Illinois
Supreme Court found that the
attorney-client privilege does
not exist where the communication falls under the "crimefraud exception." In that case,
counsel refused to reveal her
client's intent to kidnap his
child, citing the attorney-client
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privilege. The Supreme Court
rejected this privilege out of
hand, but spared the attorney
a contempt finding on procedural grounds.
Judge McKoski amused the
group when he presented a
February 2008 clip from the
Today Show, where attorney
Doug Crickmer was interviewed after surviving a vicious sucker-punch from his
client (all caught on tape).
While the clip served as a reminder tha t criminal courts
can occasionally be hazardous,
Judge McKoski's main purpose in showing the interview
was Attorney Crickrner's comments about his former client.
Crickmer's statement that "as
a Public Defender, most of my
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clients are mentally ill" drew
groans of disbelief from most
of the seminar attendees. But
when Crickmer went on to inform his national audience that
his former client has mental
health issues, anger issues, and
. that he has "been in jail a long
time" (he repeated this line
twice) and now "has new
charges pending," we all wondered how this defendant
could receive a fair trial if potential jurors viewed this interview.
Judge McKoski used that
interview to highlight Rule 3.6,
"Trial Publicity," which prohibits "extrajudicial statements
likely to be disseminated by
public means," especially if
they are about a party's
"character, credibility, reputation or criminal record" (e.g.
Crickrner's comments regarding his client's mental health
and anger issues) or if it is
"information a lawyer knows
is likely to be inadmissible at
trial" (e.g. Crickmer's repeated
references to other charges and
his client's incarceration) .
Judge McKoski also reminded
us that many of the client's
"issues" were probably covered by confidentiality. Ultimately, Judge McKoski's point
was well made that interviews
with the press can be dangerous and perhaps in violation of
the Rule.
Prosecutors carry a special
responsibility regarding their
extrajudicial statements. Because they are perceived to
speak with the authority of the
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government, Rule 3.8 instructs
them to make no statements
that "pose a serious and imminent threat of heightening
public condemnation of the
accused." They are also required to "exercise reasonable
care" to prevent police and investigators from making those
types of public statements.
Getting back to the
"sucker-punch," Judge
McKoski reminded us that Illinois does not consider a physical attack on counsel by the
defendant to be a per se conflict of interest. People v. James,
362 Ill. App. 3d 250 (4th Dist.
2005). The James court reasoned that to find otherwise
would encourage such physical attacks as mistrial or delaying tactics. This reasoning has
previously been applied to a
defendant who hit an attorney
with a chair and punched the
judge presiding over his case
in the head. People v. Hall, 114
Ill. 2d 376 (1986). In Hall, both
the attorney and the judge indicated they would carry out
their professional responsibilities without considering the
attacks, and the appellate court
found that the record indicated that they followed
through on their promises.
Additionally, Judge McKoski
advised that under ordinary
circumstances, nei ther an
ARDC complaint nor a lawsuit
filed against counsel is sufficient to permit counsel to
withdraw from a client's case.
Judge McKoski next addressed the issue of "who's in
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charge." He noted that Rule
1.2 states that a lawyer shall
abide by the client's decisions
regarding the "objectives of
representation," and that the
lawyer must consult with the
client regarding means of
achieving those objectives. Citing Virginia Legal Ethics Opinion No. 1737, Judge McKoski
posited that this duty even extends to the decision to waive
the presentation of mitigation
evidence in a capital case. As
to the aspect of "consultation,"
Judge McKoski noted that
Rule 1.4 requires counsel to
explain issues "to the extent
reasonably necessary to permit
the client to make informed
decisions." He also noted that
Rule 2.1 allows lawyers to refer not only to the law, but also
to moral, economic, social and
political considerations relevant to the client's case. Prior
to allowing the defendant to
elect waiver of mitigation,
Judge McKoski proposed a
three-step test. Counsel and
the court must ensure that the
defendant has 1) the mental capacity to; 2) make a knowing
and intelligent decision after
being given all the relevant information. Once possessing
that information, the third
question is whether the defendant's decision is voluntary.
Judge McKoski indicated that
all relevant issues should be
explored with the client, who
must understand that such a
waiver will ultimately be final.
Judge McKoski also referenced
a defense attorney's quote,
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which basically stood for the
proposition that he (the quoted
defense attorney) would readily go against his client's stated
desires in a capital case if to do
so could save the client's life.
The struggle faced by capital
counsel representing clients
who wish to "volunteer" for
death row by pleading guilty,
waiving mitigation and waiving appeal is well documented
in A Community Divided: Defense Attorneys and the Ethics of
Death Row Volunteering, C. Lee
Harrington, Law & Social In-

quiry, Vol. 25, No.3 (Summer,
2000).
The ethical challenges of
capital litigation are legion.
Judge McKoski drove this
home with a final question:
How much time does a client have
to file an ARDC complaint
against you after your representation has ended? The answer, of

course, is that there is no time
limit.
Phases of the
Mitigation Investigation
Juliet Yackel

Next, Juliet Yackel, a practicing attorney and Capital
Mitigation Specialist, discussed the phases of mitigation investigation necessary to
properly prepare for sentencing in a capital case. She noted
that given recent reforms and
the demands of effective assistance, it is essential that the
defense team include a Mitigation Specialist at the earliest
possible moment. She broke
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the investigation process into
four distinct phases: 1) Atkins
Eligibility Investigation (250 to
400 hours), 2) Bio / Psycho /
Social History (500 to 750
hours), 3) Expert Evaluations
(100 hours), 4) "Good Guy"
and "Skipper" Evidence, and
Trial Prep (250 to 500 hours).
Phase 1: Eligibility
Ms. Yackel strongly urged
capitallitigators to give significant attention to a defendant's
intelligence in determining eligibility. The case Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.s. 304 (2002) and
Illinois statute 725 ILCS 5/11415 prohibit the execution of the
mentally retarded. The ABA
Guidelines for Appointment

and Performance of Counsel i
Death Penalty Cases state thi
inquiry into mental retardatia
is a "necessary area of inqUiI
in every case" (comments I
Guideline 4.1). In Illinois, mel
tal retardation is defined as e
IQ score of 75 or below; del
cits in adaptive behavior in
least two areas; and the mar
festation of these traits 'befo
age 18.
Determining mental rete
dation is not as simple as ad
ing up scores and reaching
bright-line number. Often, t
client will have had previo
IQ tests. Those test scores \\
need to be adjusted for SOIT
thing called "The Flynn J
fect." This phenomenon, doc
men ted by a Professor FlY'
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documents the fact that people
worldwide are getting smarter
at a rate of approximately 3 IQ
points per decade. Thus, older
IQ scores may need to be significantly adjusted downward
to attain modern relevance.
Additionally, test scoring
structures will also require adjustment as they age. In addition to determining innate intelligence, psychologists with
an understanding of the forensic and justice field should perform additional psychological
testing. As each individual client is different, an experienced
forensic psychologist will need
to determine just what tests
are necessary. Finally, any attempt to determine the measure of adaptive functioning
should only be done in the
context of a complete bio /
psycho / social history. A
thorough history will require
significant time and effort.
Issues of retardation and
death-penalty eligibility
should be resolved at a pretrial hearing pursuant to § 11415. At the hearing, the court
will be the finder of fact and
will make its finding by a pre-

ponderance of the evidence.
Defense counsel may wish to
avoid this hearing altogether
by bringing an effective retardation presentation to the
prosecution before the filing of
a Notice of Intent to Seek
Death.
There is a growing consensus in the psychiatric community that in addition to retardation, serious mental illness
should also preclude the death
penalty. American Psychiatric
Association Resolution 122A
exempts from capital punishment those whose "serious
mental illness" includes
"delusions, hallucinations, significant thought disorders, and
highly disorganized thinking."
Phase 2: Bio / Psycho /
Social History
Ms. Yackel noted that we
are all products of genetics.
This becomes obvious in our
clients' cases when we prepare
a "GenoMap," which is a fancy
way of describing a detailed
family tree. This map must include all instances of mental
illness, retardation, substance

abuse, physical abuse, crumnality, as well as the more
common familial relationships.
Ms. Yackel presented one GenoMap that graphically illustrated the widespread instances of mental illness and
retardation in her client's family. Overlaying social factors
such as abuse, criminality,
education, etc., will further illustrate important factors for
consideration. All aspects of
the client's history are important for an accurate and reliable mental health evaluation.
Therefore, it is generally preferable to conduct any mental
health evaluations after the
full Bio / Psycho / Social History is gathered. However, as
the history-gathering phase is
the most extensive and longest, this will not always be
possible. The ABA (in the
Guideline cited above) urges
counsel to compile "extensive"
historical information despite
the fact that it is both "timeconsuming and expensive."
Much of this process is work
for specialists, as the experience and observations of trial
counsel is often a poor substi-
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tute for in-depth research and
investigation.
Phase 3: Expert Evaluations
This is often the shortest
phase and the one demanding
the least attorney input. That
said, Ms. Yackel stressed that
the attorney must be intimately involved in retaining
the most appropriate experts
and ensuring that they have
the most relevant material for
their examination. Significant
time and money can be lost
when a disengaged counsel
hires a consultant whose area
of expertise does not match the
case's needs and then forwards that expert a complete
copy of the discovery, forcing
the expert to weed through
pages of leads printouts or
other material which is irrelevant to his or her inquiry. It is
also best if the attorney and
the core team (trial attorneys,
investigator, and mitigation
specialist) continue to do most
of the "leg-work" required to
locate witnesses and others for

the expert to interview. Conversely, the expert should remain in contact with the core
team so that the team may follow-up on any leads developed by the expert.
There should be a well
thought out approach to facilitate any expert's evaluation of
the client. The client should
know the evaluation is coming, understand the evaluation
process, how long it will take,
and what will be involved. The
attorney should personally introduce each expert to the client. After the evaluation is
complete, counsel should follow up with the expert to determine what needs to happen
next.
Much of the evaluation
phase can be expedited by a
competent mitigation specialist. The specialist can recommend areas in need of expert
assistance, recommend particular experts, provide them
with necessary history and records, prepare the client, his
family and others for their
meetings with experts and co-
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ordinate interactions between
experts. It is important to remember that, even in the lim·
ited field of psychology / psy·
chiatry, there are a myriad 0 1
expert sub-specialties thai
your mitigation specialist rna)
guide you towards. Citing jus
a few, Ms. Yackel listed psy
chologists, who perform test
ing; psychiatrists, who posses:
a deeper medical understand
ing; neuropsychologists, wh,
explore brain function and in
jury; psycho-pharmacologist~
who can address issues 0
medication and behavior; an,
addictionologists, who will ad
dress the global effects of a cli
ent's substance abuse or othe
addictions. A qualified mitig<l
tion specialist will have exper!
ence working with many (
these sub-specialties and wi
be able to locate others.
Phase 4:
"Good Guy" and "Skipper"
A good mitigation specia
ist will have identifie
(hopefully) many potenti,
witnesses who can speak I
your client's good character,
specific acts of kindness or a
truism. These will be four
over the course of the histoJ
phase, and the mitigation sp
cjalist will keep tabs on the
until trial. If your client is i:
carcerated, Skipper v. Sou
Carolina permits the introdu
tion of mitigation eviden
showing that he is a model (
at least well adjusted) pr:
oner. 476 U.s. 1 (1986). TI
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evidence can come from any
witness (a fellow inmate,
guard, or frequent visitor) and
should be developed by your
mitigation specialist.
Finally, your mitigation
specialist can coordinate your
trial evidence for you, arranging for witnesses to be present,
preparing evidence notebooks
and dealing with those little
out-of-court disasters that occur in every trial.
Diagnosis & Misdiagnosis
in Child Death Cases
Dr. Michael Oster
In 2006, 91,000 infants were
abused according to a 44-state
state study. Eighty-four percent of those were in their first
week of life. Murder remains
the number one cause of death
in infants below the age of one.
Within the first four weeks of
life, the most likely perpetrator
is the mother. From four
weeks to one year, the most
likely perpetrator is a male associate of the mother
(biological father, boyfriend,
paramour). This is the bleak
landscape described by Dr. Oster, who explored the causes
and effects of infant and child
abuse.
Dr. Oster proposed that
healthcare and law enforcement professionals will often
misdiagnose infant and child
injuries based upon assumptions and misperceptions. For
example, he offered that an
adult who explains that a two
month old was injured when
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he rolled over and fell off a
collected and consulted; that
bed fails to account for the fact
color photographs should be
that most infants will begin
taken and should include both
rolling at foilr months of age.
a rule and color scale; in cases
He opined that this type of of physical abuse, a full skeletal survey should be done. Adheuristic , problem solving
(observing the available inforditionally, a social history of
mation and drawing a subjecthe infant / child's behavior
tive conclusion that is often before death should be closely
based upon a cognitive bias) is
examined. As abuse is often
often problematic in cases of not a single incident, there are
infant/ child injury or death,
some behavioral clues that
He noted that doctors will ofmay indicate abuse. Dr. Oster
indicated these could include
ten diagnose based upon first
chronic illness, behavioral disimpressions (premature closure)
orders, hyperactivity, excesand support that diagnosis
sive crying and fussy behavior,
based upon easily observable
factors (diagnostic momentum), . poor eating habits, and abnormal sleep patterns. Dr. Oster
He cited a case where an infant
argued that only a thorough
presented with blood in his
diaper, The doctor noted that examination of both physical
the child was crying and diagsymptoms and sociological
nosed child abuse. This misdihistory will fully support a diagnosis of abuse in even the
agnosis ultimately greatly demost obvious cases.
layed proper tre~tment for 'the
Dr, Oster next addressed
infant's rare intestinal disorcommon issues in "Shaken
der. The misdiagnosing doctor
Baby Syndrome" (SBS) and
was an experienced ER practi"Sudden Infant Death Syntioner who was very familiar
drome"
(SIDS) , He noted that
with child sexual abuse. Dr.
Oster proposed that this furSBS is not one single symptom,
but instead is a constellation of
ther complicated the doctor's
signs and symptoms which,
ability to correctly diagnose
since the doctor perceived that
when observed together, lead
to a diagnosis of "abuse resultthe symptoms fit cases of
abuse he had seen before
ing in trauma to the head." In
(pattern recognition).
fact, many diagnosticians are
While "Occam's Razor"
distancing themselves from
posits that the most obvious
the "SBS" label, instead diagnosing "Abusive Head
answer is probably correct,
Trauma." When evaluating the
heuristics warns that such
signs of trauma, each indicator
logic may be inappropriate in
must be weighed carefully becomplex cases of child abuse
or murder. To guard against
cause many of the same signs
and symptoms are found in
this fault, Dr. Oster proposed
that prior records should be
both SBS and SIDS. While
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SIDS rates are declining
(possibly because of better diagnostic techniques as well as
increased education for new
parents) there remains a risk
that the post-mortem signs of
SIDS (such as brain swelling or
injury to the eyes or other softtissue in the head) can be misdiagnosed as SBS. Again, this
is an instance where social history may be just as important
as the physical examination in
reaching a correct diagnosis.
Only through a methodical
examination of all available
information (sociological as
well as physical) and a careful
approach, rejecting the quick
and obvious answer in favor of
a thorough investigation, can
the justice system effectively
prosecute cases of infant 1
child abuse and murder using
the results of that diagnosis.
Preserving Error
in a Capital Case
Stephen Richards
Steve Richards, a private
practitioner who exclusively
defends capital cases throughout Illinois, is the former Director of the Office of the Appellate Defender's Capital
Trial Assistance Unit. Mr.
Richards most recently was a
member of the team that obtained a "no death" sentence
in the Juan Luna (Brown's
Chicken Murders) case.
Mr. Richards presented the
Ten Commandments for capital litigators to preserve error
for appeal: He began by ob-
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serving one painfully obvious
truth: "Every successful capital
appeal begins with a failed defense at trial." Every capital
litigator must remain aware of
the likelihood that the trial defense may be unsuccessful.
Only through zealously guarding the record for appeal can
the trial attorney hope to benefit the capital defendant after
conviction and sentencing.
Here are Steve Richard's Ten
Commandments:
1: Thou shalt investigate,
request, and depose
Always ask for copies of
the investigator's "field notes"
and other raw data obtained
by them before preparing their
reports. Such notes are supposed to be retained and not
destroyed pursuant to 725
ILCS 5/114-13. Require the
State to comply with SCR 412
(c), and identify with specificity the Brady material. Request
the SCR 417 DNA discovery as
well as a complete Aggravation answer, pursuant to SCR
412. Finally, seek depositions
wherever you deem it appropriate pursuant to SCR 416(e).
The use of depOSitions in
criminal cases is rare, and litigators must re-train themselves to use them.

2: Thou shalt move in limine
People v. Hudson, 157 Ill. 2d
401 (1993) stands for the
proposition that a properly
presented motion in limine
which is denied is sufficient to
preserve an issue for appeal
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despite trial counsel's failure
to renew the objection during
trial. Counsel must, however,
include the issue in the posttrial motion to perfect the issue
for appeal.

3: Thou shalt request
evidentiary hearings
Certain issues demand that
counsel request that evidentiary hearings be held:
• Motions to suppress or
quash pursuant to the
4th, 5 th, andlor 6 th
amendments;
• Reliability of jailhouse
snitches under 725 ILCS
5/115-21;
• Frye issues pursuant to
Snelson v. Kamm, 204 Ill.
2d 1 (2003);
• Crawford issues such as
"forfeiture by wrongdoing" as raised in People
v. Stechly, 225 Ill. 2d 246
(2007).
4: Thou shalt submit a full set
of jury instructions
Prepare a complete set of
jury instructions early (even
the ones the State always submits). This will help you to formulate your case and identify
issues you will have to address. Make sure your instructions correctly state the law or
your issue will not be preserved for appeal. People v.
Piatkowski, 225 Ill. 2d 551
(2007).
5: Thou shalt submit a jury
questionnaire and a full
set of jury questions
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While questions cannot
violate SCR 234 by touching
upon matters of law or instruction, it is proper for the defense to be permitted to inquire into the bias and/or
prejudice of potential jurors
and whether they will be able
to be fair and impartial. People
v. Lanter, 230 Ill. App. 3d 72
(4th Dist. 1992). Failure to
clearly document proposed
questions will preclude the appellate court from determining
if the trial court abused its discretion.

6: Thou shalt exhaust all thy
peremptories and request
an additional one
Failure to exhaust all peremptory challenges and to
seek additional peremptories
waives any claim that the
Court abused discretion in denying a challenge for cause in
a capital case. People v. Dixon,
887 N .E.2d 577 (Ill. 1st Dist.
2008).
7: Thou shalt object and
specify the grounds
of thy objection
You have to remain VIgIlant and aware of what's happening during trial, because
your objection must be timely
made. In People v. Sanders, 56
Ill. 2d 241 (1974), the defense
attorney waived the issue for
appeal when he failed to make
a timely objection to witness
testimony, choosing to move
later for its exclusion in toto
because it lacked foundation.
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8: Thou shalt make a
full offer of proof
Just because your key witness has been barred doesn't
mean you give up the fight.
Your offer of proof should be
made either in a detailed written motion (probably supported by the affidavit of your
witness) or by live testimony
of the witness. Where possible,
it should be made in advance
of trial. An adequate offer of
proof is the key to preserving a
trial court's error in excluding
evidence. People v. Thompkins,
181 Ill. 2d 1 (1998).
9: Thou shalt include all
errors in thy motion
for a new trial or a
new sentencing hearing
Except for certain limited
situations (such as constitutional issues) both a contemporaneous objection at trial and a
written post-trial motion are
necessary to preserve for appeal issues that could have
been raised in the trial court.
People v. Enoch, 122 Ill. 2d 176
(1988).
10: Thou shalt move for
a directed verdict and renew
at the close of thy case
Though you may think you
have preserved the issue that
came up during the State's
case-in-chief by making a motion for directed verdict at the
end of the State's case, that issue is waived if the motion for
directed verdict is not renewed
at the close of all evidence.
People v. Kelley, 788 N .E.2d 775
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(2d Dist. 2003).
Mr. Richard's bottom line:
make your record. Make it explicitly in open court. Make it
before the issue arises if you
can (via motions in limine).
Make it in writing wherever
possible. You risk running
afoul of waiver if you don't
take every opportunity to preserve whatever error you believe has occurred. Effective
representation demands that
trial counsel also think like an
appellate lawyer.
A final installment of this
series will be presented next
month, when I will summarize
my presentation regarding
misconduct in opening statements and closing arguments.

Keith Grant is the Lake
County Public Defender's
Chief of Special Def ense
& Professional Development.
A criminal trial attorney
with 20 years experience
and a certified lead counsel
in the Illinois Capital Litigation
Trial Bar, he is also vice-chairman
of the LCBA Criminal Law
Committee and co-chairof the
Continuing Legal Education
Committee. A Director on the
Board of the Illinois Public
Defender's Association, he is a
regular lecturer at that
organization's seminars and at
LCBA criminal seminars since
2002. He has been involved
in the planning and presentation
of all of the LCBA's Capital
Litigation Seminars ..

Where You Stand
Mav Be Determined Bv
Where Your Title Underwriter Sat
........................................................................................................
,/ ON THE 2008 PROPOSED LEGISLATION THAT INSULATES ILLINOIS
LAWYERS
FROM
PENDING
RESPA
CHANGES
THAT
SHIFT
TRANSACTION CONTROL TO LENDERS?
[Not one commercial title company came out in support of
PNTN's Attorney Protecting "Informed Bifurcation" Proposal}
,/ ON THE 2008 PROPOSED CLIENT DISCLOSURE RULES AS SUBMITTED
TO THE ILLINOIS SUPREME COURT?
[PNTN led the effort to educate bar groups on the draconian nature
of these disclosure proposals with no other title company of record
on this issue]
,/ ON THE 2007 AMENDMENT TO THE ILLINOIS TITLE INSURANCE
ACT [215 ILCS 155§18.1) THAT REINFORCES SELLERS ABILITY TO
SELECT THEIR LAWYER FOR TITLE SERVICES?
[Not one Illinois Title Company supported PNTN on this
Attorney Protecting Legislation]
,/ ON THE NEED TO COMPLY WITH HUD's MINIMUM ATTORNEY
SERVICE REQUIREMENTS?
[Commercial Title Companies have ignored Federal core title
service requirements placing lawyers at avoidable risk in
pending RESPA class actions]

............•.....•.................•..•..•...........•••••...•••.••.........•.........••••...........•.
If your title partner is sitting on the sidelines when they should be
standing up for attorney delivered services, come home to the nation's
oldest and largest bar related® title group.

For more information, call Suzanne at 773-238-7100.

Professional National Title Network, Inc.
Chicago - Crystal Lake - Lincolnwood - Lombard - Oak Lawn - Olympia Fields - Rolling Meadows - Tinley Park
PNTN is an agent for the Florida Fund, the nation's largest bar relate~ title group

operating exclusively through law firm members since 1947.
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Executive Board Meeting
June 12, 2008, Minutes
by Marjorie Sher, Secretary
Members Present:
Bryan Winter,

3. Request for Distribution of
Announcements to Members. The Board discussed
an announcement that was
requested to be disseminated to the members. The
Board reviewed the publicity policy, which was
adopted by the Board previously, and determined
that the request did not
meet the requirements as
set forth by the publicity
policy. Therefore, there
would be no dissemination
of the information to the
members of the bar association. The Board reviewed
the pUblicity policy and
made changes to the publicity policy on the face of
the document to replace
the term "executive board"
with "Board of Directors,"
and the Board approved
the policy as adopted.

ciation for a reduction of
that member's annual dues.
After discussion, it was determined that the prior Executive Director of the Lake
County Bar Association approved a reduction previously, and the Board
agreed to stand by that
commitment. Melissa will
follow up with the member
who had requested the
hardship to document the
hardship. However, it appears that the Lake County
Bar Association has no
written policy on what constitutes a hardship, and under what circumstances a
hardship reduction in fees
would be granted. Marjorie
Sher agreed to create criteria for the hardship application and a policy relative
to the same so that there
will be consistency in the
future. This policy will be
placed on the agenda for
the next Board meeting.

4. Hardship for Reduction in
Dues. There was a request
by a potential member of
the Lake County Bar Asso-

5. Wills for Heroes. The
Board was informed that
there has been a request by
the American Bar Associa-

to the Lake County Bar Association.

President
Scott Gibson,

First Vice-President
Elizabeth Rochford,

Second Vice-President
Rick Lesser,
Immediate Past President
Marjorie Sher,

Secretary
Meg Marcouiller
Tom Gurewitz
Steve McCuJlom
Hon. Valerie Ceckowski
LCBA Staff Present:
Melissa Brown
1. Minutes Approved. The
Board approved the minutes from the May 15, 2008,
Board meeting.
2. New Members. The Board
confirmed that each potential member was in good
standing with the Attorney
Registration and Disciplinary Commission, and further that each member was
seeking attorney membership. The Board approved
the slate of new members
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tion to have attorneys assist
firefighters in completing
wills by reviewing preloaded documents in a hot
doc. The firefighter would
have to have assets of less
than $500,000.00. The
Board agreed that this
would assist the firefighters, and sympathy was expressed for the families of
the firefighters. However,
there is a great concern
about liability for the attorneys assisting in this endeavor. The Board discussed several options that
would limit the attorneys'
liability. Ultimately, the
Board agreed to refer this
matter to the Wills, Trusts
and Probate Committee,
which would then report
back to the Board of Directors at the next meeting.
6. Drug Court Alumni Sponsorship. Joy Gossman, the
Lake County Public Defender, informed the Lake
County Bar Association
that the graduates of the
Drug Court Program have
formed an alumni group
and would like to conduct
a Bake Sale in the lobby of
the courthouse. The
County requires that a
sponsor of the sale be a notfor-profit organization. Joy
requested that the Lake
County Bar Foundation
sponsor this event. This request was submitted to the
committee head of the Lake
County Bar Foundation,
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113 North Genesee. Waukegan/847.244.9666
We are your amazingly helplul, knowledgeable, and friendly
communicallons resource In downtown Waukegan

Mark Peavy.
7. Request from Prairie State
Legal Service. Prairie State
Legal Service has requested
that the Lake County Bar
Association Lawyer Referral Service and Prairie State
Legal Service be listed on
the back of the foreclosure
summons so that homeowners receiving such a
summons know where to
look for help. The Lake
County Bar Association has
approved the use of the
Lawyer Referral Service
phone number on the back
of the summons.

8. Lake County Golf Outing.
The LCBA Annual Golf
Outing is scheduled for
July 11, 2008, at Deerpath
Golf Course. The golf outing has several sponsors.
There are still golf holes
available for sponsorship
and the Board agreed to
solicit additional sponsors.
9. Business Meetings. The
Board desires to schedule
regular member meetings.
The first meeting, a business meeting, is scheduled
for September 23, 2008.
Traditionally, this is the
meeting for the presentation of the Volunteer Law-
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yer Awards. This administration will have to make
an effort to have regular
Board meetings which will
be scheduled well in advance. The goal is to have
dynamic speakers that are
of interest to the membership. The Board is considering giving the members a
discount for purchasing a
series of meetings which
consists of three meetings.
The choice of speakers will
be discussed at the next
Board meeting.
10. Gary Southshore Railcats.
There has been a suggestion by one of the Lake
County Bar Association
members that the Lake
County Bar - Association
plan and sponsor a trip to a
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Gary Southshore Railcats
baseball game. The team is
owned by Pat Salvi, one of
the LCBA members. Due to
the distance to travel to the
game, the Board was concerned about the membership's interest in attending
a game. The Board decided
not to sponsor this activity.
11. Chairs. The chairs, which
were previously selected
by the President, were discussed. There is a plan for
the President to meet with
all the committee chairpersons to discuss the requirements for each committee.
The Board agreed that
there should be a newly
created Associate Member
Committee, and that Gayle
Miller should be the chair

of that committee.
12. Website. The Board has
been discussing an update
to the current LCBA website. Rick Lesser agreed to
be the Board Liaison to
David Winer in this regard.
Rick Lesser volunteered to
speak to several members
and web designers to solicit
bids for the updating.
13. Search Committee. The
Search Committee, charged
with hiring a new Executive Director, decided to
meet separately to discuss
the logistics for interviewing applicants for the position.
Meeting was adjourned.

I

You don't have to be a genius to figure out it's a smart decision to
be a member of CastleLink - Chicago Title's attorney agent program.
Why? Because you:
• have access to the smartest minds in title insurance
• earn valuable MCLE credits at Chicago Title-sponsored
educational seminars held year-round
• have a wealth of information and history at your fingertips
• can close at more locations than any other title insurer in Chicagoland
• are partnering with the nation's leading title network

Make a smart decision for your practice. To learn how you can join CastieLink attorney agent
program, contact Scott Mrozek, Esq. at 630-222-2843 or mrozeks@ctt.com

CastleLink
www.ctt.com
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Civil Trial and Appeal
Committee Meeting
June 26, 2008, Minutes
by Joe Kolar

M

embers
Present:
Judge
Margaret
Mullen, Judge Valerie Ceckowski, Judge Michael
Fusz, Richard Kessler (Chair),
Joe Kolar, Bruce Bernstein, Bob
Buege, Jim Herman, Dan
Jasica, Dave Quade, Elizabeth
Rochford and Bob Wilson.
Next meeting: September 2008
Discussion
1. Judge Mullen gave an excellent summary of the following two Illinois Supreme Court cases:

Wills v. Foster Oune 19,
2008). In Wills, the supreme
court considered the collateral
source rule in the context of a
personal injury case where
bills were paid in part by
Medicaid and Medicare. The
question was whether the
plaintiff was entitled to the full
amount of billed medical expenses or the reduced amount
actually paid by Medicare and

Medicaid. The supreme court
held that a plaintiff is entitled
to the "reasonable value" of
necessary medical expenses as
opposed to some reduced
amount paid by a third party.
In so doing, the court reiterated that the collateral source
rule prohibits the introduction
of any evidence regarding
payments and/or benefits
from a collateral source. The
court also overruled its decision in Peterson v. Lou Bachrodt
Chevrolet Co., 76 Ill. 2d 353
(1979), which held that a plaintiff could not recover the value
of free medical care provided
by Shriners. Thus, with proper
testimony as to reasonableness
and necessity, a plaintiff can
now recover for medical services that were provided at no
cost to the patient. A defendant can also provide expert
testimony regarding the reasonableness of bills, but he
cannot mention a collateral
source in doing so.
O'Casek v. Children 's Home
& Aid Society of Illinois Oune

19,2008). This case discusses at
length a February 4, 1998,
amendment to section 2-622 of
the Illinois Code of Civil Procedure. For people who deal
with medical negligence cases,
this amendment (P A 90-579)
was commonly known as the
"naprapath" amendment because it added such professionals to the statute. The case
contains a nice discussion on
statutory construction and, of
course, the various amendments to 2-622.
2. The committee also briefly
discussed two recent
United States Supreme
Court decisions.
The first one, District of Columbia v. Heller, concerns the
Second Amendment's "right of
the people to keep and bear
Arms." In Heller, the Supreme
Court clearly held that the
right to "bear Arms" was a
personal right and did not
simply apply to one's right to
bear arms as part of a militia.
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Of some note were Justice
Scalia's comments in the majority opinion on the dissent
written by Justice Stevens. Justice Scalia wrote that Justice
Stevens was "dead wrong,"
used the "same excuse" and
resorted to a "bizarre argument." Justice Scalia's opinion
was a little snippy.
The second case involved
the now infamous Exxon Valdez oil spill off the coast of
Alaska. In that case, a jury
awarded $5 billion in punitive

damages relating to the mCldent. In 1994, a federal appeals
court cut the punitive award to
$2.5 billion. The Supreme
Court cut the punitive award
to about $500 million, which
was the amount Exxon had
paid to compensate victims for
economic losses. Of note,
Exxon posted profits of $40.6
billion in 2007. One Alaskan
resident affected by the decision was quoted as stating that
he now knew the definition of
punitive damages: "puny."
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The Pen is Mightier
Than the MCLE Board
Free CLE Credits? It's Easier Than You Think ...

W

ith the first mandatory Illinois continuing legal education reporting period approaching, have you been scouring the internet for interestingsounding and cost-effective seminars to attend in order to satisfy your
CLE requirements? What if I told you that you could earn up to 10 CLE credits FOR
FREE from the comfort of your own home (or office)? Crazy, you object? Too good
to be true, you posit? Read on, faithful pursuer of CLE hours.. .
/
Pursuant to Supreme Court Rule 795(d)(7), you can earn up to half of your
required CLE credits (that's ten hours for this first reporting period) by writing
a legal article that's published in The Docket. The Rule provides that:

Ask not what
you can do for
your Docket.
Ask what your
Docket can do
L-fo_r--,y,-o_u_!_ _ _-,

An attorney may earn credit for writing law-related articles in responsible legal

journals or other legal sources, published during the two-year reporting
period, that deal primarily with matters related to the practice of law, professionalism, diversity issues, mental illness and addiction issues, civility, or ethical obligations of attorneys. Republication of any article shall receive no additional CLE credits unless the author made substantial revisions or additions.
An attorney may earn credit towards MCLE requirements for the actual number of hours spent researching and writing, but the maximum number of credits that may be earned during any two-year reporting period on a single publication shall be half the maximum CLE hours required by Rule 794(a) and (d).
Credit is accrued when the eligible book or article is published, regardless
whether the work in question was performed in the then-current two-year reporting period. To receive CLE credit, the attorney shall maintain contemporaneous records evincing the number of hours spent on a publication.

All rules, FAQs
and other info
at:
www.
mcleboard.org

Think about it ... you get to write on a legal topic of interest to you and earn
hour-for-hour credit for the time spent writing the article, up to ten hours for this
first reporting period. What's not to like?

The Docket is always looking for well-written, interesting articles. So, if you've
been thinking about writing an article but have been putting it off for one reason
or another, here's a deal that's hard to beat. Write an article and submit it for
/
publication to The Docket. Not only will you be able to showcase your considerablY
knowledge and writing skills to your peers (and don't forget the tiny-yet-highlyflattering picture of you that will accompany the article) but you can also earn
"extra credit" in the form of free CLE ·credits. Act now, time is running out for "'"
those whose last name starts with the letters A through M.
~
BUT WAIT, THERE' S MORE . . . don't forget the LCBA's monthly Brown Bag
Seminars. These presentations are free to LCBA members and conveniently scheduled over lunch at the courthouse. Attendance at these short seminars is yet another easy and cost-free way to earn those valuable CLE credits.
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ISBA MUTUAL

INSURANCE

COMPANY

We have proudly served the Illinois lawyers with
an unwavering belief that we will stand behind
you committed and determined to protect your
practice.

• A- (Excellent) AM Best Financial Rating
• Risk Pool of Only Illinois Lawyers
• $3 .5M in Policyholder Dividends since 2000
• Endorsed by Illinois State Bar Association
• Access to Free Legal Research with Fastcase!
(An ISBA member advantage program co-sponsored by ISBA & ISBA Mutual)

To speak with a representative,
Call us at
(888)473-4722
or visit
www.isbamutuaLcom

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR SPONSORS!
The LeBA gratefully acknowledges
the support of our
2008 Golf Outing Sponsors
LUNCH SPONSORED IN PART BY:
Baizer, Kolar & Lewis, P.c.
PRIZES SPONSORED IN PART BY:
Gibson & Kopsick
Lesser, Lutrey & McGlynn
Charter One Bank
Paralegal Program at the College of Lake County
BEVERAGES SPONSORED IN PART BY:
Wysocki & Smith
Chicago Title and Chicago Land Agency Services for Hole 17
DINNER SPONSORED IN PART BY:
RichardD. Hannigan - Hannigan Office Plaza
PROVIDERS OF OUR GIVEA WAYS:
Attorneys' Title Guaranty Fund, Inc.
Record Copy
Pioneer Press
HOLE SPONSORS:
Advance Case Loans, LLC
Terry Brady
Civil Division Judges
Counseling Connections
Dam Snell & Taveirne
Felony Division Judges
First American Title
Greater lllinois Title Company
ISBA Mutual .Insurance
Judge Valerie Ceckowski
L & L Reporting
Law Office of Elizabeth Rochford
Law Office of James Simonian
Law Office of Jason R. Mercure

Law Office of Steven P. McCollum
Law Offices of David Del Re
Linn & Campe
McDonald Hopkins
Denis McKeown & Associates
Morrison & Morrison
Pasquesi Associates
Mark Peavey P.c.
Richards, Ralph & Schwab
Ryan, Ryan & Landa
Salvi Schostok & Pritchard
Schiller Ducanto & Fleck, LLP.
Ticor Title
David Weinstein
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BAR BULLETIN BOARD
DOWNTOWN WAUKEGAN-200 N. ML
King Ave. One or two offices each 280 sq. ft.
Shared conference room and lunch room.
Space available for secretary. Basement storage.
Virtual Tour WWW.TJPROPERTIES.COM
(847) 680-4740
CRIMINAL DEFENSE ATTORNEYavailable for referrals and to cover any type
of court appearance. Experienced in traffic,
DUI, misdemeanors, felonies, and juvenile
cases. Available for any courthouse in
Cook, DuPage, Kane, Kendall and Lake
counties. Co-counsel fees provided. Contact Nello P. Gamberdino, II at (773) 2945532 or ngamberdino@yahoo.com.
DOWNTOWN WAUKEGAN-Across
from Courthouse, 275-1200 square feet.
Janitorial provided.
Well maintained.
Space available. 33 N. County & 325 Washington. Please call Ron Pollack at (847) 4820952.
OFFICE FOR RENT-Approx. 900 sq. ft.,
217 W. Washington, Round Lake. $850.00
per month, no CAM charges or pass
throughs. Owner to pay for gas utility.
Contact Leo at (847) 507-1014.

HISTORIC BUILDING OFFICE SPACEThe law office space currently occupied by
Roach, Johnston & Thut at 516 N. Milwaukee Avenue in Libertyville is available
sometime around Fall 2008. The space includes four premium quality private offices,
conference room, kitchen, storage, and administrative area. It includes 2,188 square
feet just off Milwaukee Avenue in a restored vintage building in Libertyville's
Victorian downtown. Seeking a lead lawyer or law firm as a tenant, one or more attorneys are available as sub-tenants. Contact Mary at (847) 549-0600 for appointment
to view.
WAUKEGAN-Professional office space
available for immediate lease. Upper level
office space across from courthouse at One
North County Street, Waukegan. Reasonable price for this prime location includes
janitorial services and utilities. Please call
(847) 662-4321.

ATG is a lawyer service organization that helps
build your practice - and your income . By
becoming a member, you can issue title insurance
and handle real estate closings. Through our
subsidiary, ATG Trust, members also provide
comprehensive tmst and o ther essential services.
Check us o ut on the web, or in person at one of
our convenient locations.Join ATG today.
YOll

Make your

real estate practice

800.788.8989
WWW.ATGF.COM
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Contact us for more information:
Phil Krawiec
BusintsJ Dttlf'l""ma.t Rqrutrtt4tjpt
Direct Phone: 312.752 . 1219
~m.a:pkrawie~tg(com

Office. itA:
Champaign I Chicago Loop I Chicago North Side I Homewood
libertyville I Lombard I Mt. Prospect I North Riverside
Oak lawn I Scbawnburg I Wheaton I Belleville I Madison. Wu.
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LCBA President Bryan Winter with Shyama Parikh, Chair of the
Public Relations Committee, and David Winer, Chair of the
Lawyer Referral Committee, who are replenishing
Find a Lawyer brochures at the William D. Block Law Library.
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